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Matt Williams 

News that a new cycle link is to be 
created across Mousehold Heath 
from Gurney Road has led to the 
establishment of a makeshift protest 
camp by supporters of Norwich’s 
Northern Distributor Road (NDR), 
who fear it could lead to an increase 
in people being tempted to use 
bicycles rather than driving.
About a dozen protesters put up five 
tents on Monday night, but their 
spokesman, who wished to remain 
anonymous, said the demonstration 
could grow – especially if the 
weather came out nice and the 
council removed a patch of trees 
and construct a proper car park for 
us please.
It is understood that some of the 
protesters were taking part in the 
Ossify Norwich camp on Hay Hill, 

SPRING IS SPRUNG,the grass is riz, I wonder where my bike clips is?

Another exclusive report

until it broke up last week when it was finally 
accepted that the NDR would not be built there.
Their spokesman said their objective was now to 
ensure the NDR was routed across the Heath to 
restore civilisation to a wild area of the city.  The 
camp’s aim was to highlight motor poverty and 
carlessness issues. He said the number of tents 
was set to multiply and their demonstration, 
which was well organised, would be “huge” in the 
coming days.
But a Norwich City Council spokeswoman said 
the campers were trespassing and court action 
would be taken to move them.  ‘Mousehold 

Heath is not a 
campsite and this 
is a violation of 
bylaws.  It is a 
tents situation and 
we may be making 
use of our bayleaf 
in due course,’ she 
added. Would you like to see more items?  Why not write or draw 

something for Newsletter 85 (contact details on page 6)
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We now operate a rotating chair (!) and here we give an outline report of the 
business of our recent monthly meetings held in January and February:  

from the Chair’s 

office

Extra cycle parking has been provided at Sainsburys at Queens Rd.

Lucy reported that Bike Link will be operating from Unit 18 at St Marys Works on Duke Street soon. It will differ 

from ‘Not about the Bike’ as it is a social enterprise. It will be offering cycle training and cycle maintenance 

training among other activities. Lucy and Jason Smith are engaged on this project.

Dereham Rd Rapid Bus Transit route. There will be a consultation with local residents and anyone else interested. 

This will address the strong opposition to stopping right hand turns from Dereham Rd into Heigham St and Old 

Palace Rd. Campaign members would be welcome to attend to support these regulations, which would benefit 

cyclists and bus users. Local residents fear extra traffic using other narrow streets to avoid the ban.

There was a meeting on the Connect 2 Cycle Route from the Open Academy across Mousehold Heath to the city 

centre. Sewell Park College is the venue, and Tony Jones of the City Council would welcomed some members of the 

Campaign attending.  Lucy and Jeff attended.  Funding: £311,000 from Sustrans, re-allocated from Whitlingham 

project. About £260,000 kept from Whitlingham work public land and highway), and Section 106. Sticking points on 

routes mentioned included: Valley Drive/Gurney Road (asphalt surface, 2.5m wide, biscuit-coloured. Solar-powered 

lighting to be included; 20 mph on Gurney road and narrowed section. Mousehold Defenders keen to slow traffic to 

link two bits of the heath better),  Catton Grove, Pointer’s Field – deal with path restrictions.

Martin Symonds reported an access issue with A-frame gate impeding access to Sloughbottom Park

Jeff described the success of the balance bike we donated to Mile Cross Junior School nursery class, and circulated 

an article for the Evening News. Discussion on how to spread this to other schools ended with the decision to 

spend £250 on providing these bikes to five other schools. These would be offered free to the first 5 schools 

contacting us and agreeing to buy one to get one free.

John Elbro raised the issue of inadequate cycle parking, and after discussion he agreed to pursue this.

The NDR has been approved and will go ahead, despite opposition from this and many other local groups. We 

need to get the best out of it for cyclists. We will consider crossings which will be blocked by the new road, and 

the traffic arrangements at others. 

Enquiries about the bendy buses established that they to be in use permanently. We will contact London Cycling 

Campaign to ask about problems with the buses, which London Transport have ceased using

The Duke St Contraflow Cycle Lane has been agreed and will be installed in the near future. This will improve 

cycle access into the city, and link Sustrans route 1 to the secure cycle parking at St Andrews multi-storey car park. 

Much better signage is needed.

The proposed priorities for the Campaign were:

- publicising cycling (letters, website, radio etc)

- consultation (Council and private developers)

- cycle rides (social rides and fact-finding rides)

- parking (better facilities)

- maintenance (potholes, grit, brambles)

- members’ benefits (e.g. discounts in shops)

- talks (occasional speakers)

- junctions (improving them)

- supporting BUGs 

- advice (safety, security, legal issues)

- other (safer cycling routes and facilities, bike buddying/training of novices)

These had been marked ‘high’, ‘medium’ and ‘low’ at the previous meeting. We already cover consultations and 

junctions are included in these. Rides: the local CTC does rides well. Tony mentioned the planned CTC slow rides 

for older people and ‘breeze’ rides which will be publicised. (Phyll’s CATI rides received an honourable mention 

here!)

Some of these issues have been touched on in this newsletter, but if 
you want to get stuck into the nitty gritty of making a difference for 

cycling in the city, come along to one of our meetings and get involved!
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Norwich Cycling Campaign members have expressed concern about the cycle waiting area 
that has been installed at Dereham Road inbound at the bottom of Grapes Hill.  While the 
creation of the advanced stop line (ASL) for cyclists is welcome, the lack of any sort of feeder 
lane to reach it (preferably between the second and third parallel lane of queuing traffic) 
creates difficulties and potentially intimidating cycling conditions for people on bikes heading 
for St Benedict’s Street.  Apparently another cop-out by the design engineers in the quest for 
ever more road space for motor vehicles. 

GRAPES HILL/DEREHAM ROAD MARKINGS

BIKE PARKING

This email gives the response I received from Sainsbury’s 

regarding the cycle racks they recently installed at their 

Queens Road store. The cycle racks were discussed at 

our previous meeting and I was asked to write. 

They say that four different stands are currently on 

trial at their stores. Could I suggest that we all check 

out any other local Sainsbury’s stores that are near us 

and see what type of cycle stands are installed there. If 

you believe the type to be unsatisfactory, tell the store 

manager, and also complain in writing via their website.

Good luck!
Dear Mr ElbroThank you for your email on behalf of the Norwich Cycling 
Campaign and the replacement cycle parking at our Queens Road 

store.
I have called and spoken with my colleague Sean Darling, Duty 
Manager. He advised me that the store planning team are aware 
of this issue and at present they are trialing four different types of 
cycle sheds and stands at our stores. Once they decide which 
ones they will use then these will either be amended or changed.
If you require any further information on this, please contact Mr 
Mike Green, Store Manager at our Queens Road store.
We appreciate you taking the time to contract us and look forward 
to seeing you in store soon.Kind regardsKatrina DickCustomer Manager

John Elbro writes...

New stands

Older stands

Thanks to the efforts of member Martin Symons, the previously 
awkward gateway near the small bridge at the bottom of the park has 
now been removed by th City Council.  It was originally moved here 
(possibly from Marston Lane) as part of measures to deter 
motorcyclists, but that issue has now largely been resolved by social 
pressures as legitimate use has built up.  It is now considerably easier 
to get through with a bicycle.
You can watch some videos of Martin and his Boma at

www.youtube.com/user/martinsymons

A-FRAME ACCESS CONTROL AT 
SLOUGHBOTTOM PARK/MARRIOTT’S WAY
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Phyll’s Philosophies
I am re-reading the book, ‘Car Sick: Solutions 
for our Car-addicted Culture’ by Lynn Sloman 
(Green Books, 2006).  One chapter concerns 
the design of housing estates, perhaps relevant 
to us now as we contemplate the building of 
57,000 new homes around the periphery of 

Two American researchers did a study to discover whether 
housing density and local availability of essential services made 
any difference to people’s travel choices.  In the two suburbs 
studied, one older and denser – equivalent to our Edwardian 
terraced streets – the other modern and more spacious, they 
found that higher density of houses, diverse land use – inclusion 
of shops, schools, banks, libraries, etc, easily accessed on foot –
and streets with pavements and safe crossing places, certainly 
encouraged more walking and cycling.  They showed that 
neighbourhood layout and design have a crucial influence on car 
use, while developers and planners who assume that ‘everyone 
drives these days’ and design accordingly, are making a self-
fulfilling prophesy.
We should examine carefully the plans for the new estates 
apparently deemed necessary to be built around Norwich – if 
they go ahead!
Another research project, in Oxfordshire, found that the 
optimum time considered acceptable to people commuting to 
work was 30 minutes.  Distance travelled was not as important 
as the time taken.  Thus the estate situated near a motorway 
junction needed a car to make the journey in 30 minutes, while 
those situated on a convenient bus or cycle route or near a 
railway station, did not.
Thus new estates built next to high-speed roads and motorway 
junctions are poor locations for discouraging car use –
something else for us to consider in relation to the building of 
the NDR, again, if it goes ahead!  In fact, it was found that a 
succession of apparently small planning decisions over 20 or 30 
years will determine whether a town becomes sustainable, with 
public transport, walking and cycling being the norm, or ever 
more car dependent.  
We need to have a strategic vision to span that 20 – 30 year 
period, with every planning decision scrutinised to check 
whether it helps or hinders that vision.

*

Norwich.  Developers of course prefer to build on green-field 
sites rather than take on the trouble of developing a previously 
built, but now derelict, site.  They also prefer to build to low 
density – detached houses with double garages and parking areas 
on curving, looping estate roads.  They say that all the new 
residents will drive, but could a different estate design result in 
their adopting less car-dependent lifestyles?

Taken from Archant Evening News 
23 February 2012

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT 
BENDY BUSES?

Should the Campaign be worried 
about this development?

‘The Times’ campaign to make ‘Cities fit for Cycling’ was 
considered important enough to initiate a 3-hour parliamentary 
debate (23 Feb.).  Dr Julian Huppert (Lib Dem Cambridge) 
led the debate, opening by speaking about the all-party 
parliamentary cycling group, stating that 53 MPs were present at 
this current debate, and that 2000 cyclists had shown their 
support by cycling round Parliament the previous evening.  He 
spoke about The Times campaign’s 8-point manifesto to look at 
lorries, junction redesign, a national cycling audit, infrastructure 
investment, cycle training, 20mph zones, cycle super-highways 
and cycling commissioners.  Already 30,000 people had signed up 
to the campaign, and there was backing from the AA and RAC.  Dr 
Huppert expected his own city council to be the first council in 
the country to support the campaign.  (The latest I’ve heard is 
that ten councils have now signed up, but regrettably that does 
not include Norwich.)
The debate started by discussing accidents among cyclists.  It 
also praised the local efforts of cycling campaign groups, with 
Cambridge, London and Ealing being highlighted.  Benefits of 
cycling were brought up – the most efficient form of transport, 
the energy efficiency – less than one-third of that required for 
walking, one-sixth of that needed for coach travel, and one-
eightieth of that for car use.  It was mentioned that three-
quarters of journeys are of 5 miles or less, distances that could 
easily be cycled, but currently cycling accounts for just 2 per 
cent of trip in the UK.  Cycle training was promoted as something 
that Government and private companies could get involved with, 
and Bikeability training for youngsters was praised.  The health 
and environmental benefits were discussed, as was Britain’s 
success in cycle track sport.  Dr Huppert then asked what the 
Government could do ‘to encourage our most effective yet 
underrated form of transport?’
A number of suggestions were made, of the type we’ve heard 
many times before, and the money, about £10 per person per 
year, to achieve European levels of cycling.  (In the Netherlands 
it is £25, currently a mere 79 pence in the UK.)  It was agreed 
that local authorities could do a lot more.  The much-lamented 
Cycling England, one of the quangos that died with the cuts, was 
praised and calls were made for its revival.  Much stiffer 
sentencing guidelines for drivers responsible for cyclists’ deaths 
and serious injuries were called for.
On 14 March, the all-party parliamentary cycling group will launch 
‘the Summer of Cycling’, linking events such as National Bike 
Week, the Tour of Britain and the Big Pedal.  The aim is for each 
habitual cyclist to get one new person riding a bike.  But as well 
as cycling campaigners, the Government must do their part, with 
the London Olympics offering an ideal opportunity.
Let’s enjoy the spring sunshine, out on our bikes!

Phyll Hardie
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How different this was from Eugene, Oregon, where I had previously visited this student. In the city itself, with a population 
approximately the same size as Norwich (159 000) we had spent many hours cycling in the streets and along the 
Willamette river on the 30 miles of off-street paths, 89 miles of on-street cycles lanes and over the 5 bike and pedestrian 
bridges; and had seen many doing likewise.
However, I was in for a pleasant surprise in Washington. While there were not the number of cycle paths that one found in 
Eugene, there were many long-distance paths within DC and the surrounding urban and rural area (bikewashington.org/
trails). We spent enjoyable hours along two of these long-distance paths. The attached map shows the routes. 

CYCLING – but in WASHINGTON DC?
This article was sent to us by our globetrotting correspondent 
Virginia Greasley (who right now is in a very wet Australia)

I was about to spend 10 days with a former student in Washington DC and much as I was 
looking forward to the meeting, I was not happy at the thought of spending time in a city in 
which, according to a 2010 study cited in Wikipaedia, “commuters spent 70 hours a year in 
traffic delays, which equals Chicago for having the nation's worst road congestion.” Although 
37% took public transport to work, making it the second-highest rate in the country, only 12% 
walked and a mere 3% cycled. 

Living just in Maryland, in Silver Spring, we first took the Rock 
Creek path north, away from DC. The dedicated cycle path 
wound its way through woods and fields, returning constantly to 
its namesake, Rock Creek. On another occasion we went 
towards the city, travelling first on the Capital Crescent Trail 
which runs for 13 miles to the centre of Georgetown and 
returning on the southern part of the Rock Creek Trail.

Picnic by the Potomac with the Francis Key 
Memorial Bridge in the distance

Dumbarton Bridge which has a series of arches, each one decorated 
with a sculpture of the face of the Sioux, Chief Kicking Bear, taken 
from the life-mask 

Approaching an 
administrative area in DC

Speed limits and 
pedestrian priority 



Marriott’s Way Closure at ReephamNorth of Whitwell station, Reepham the surface of Marriott’s Way has been undermined by badgers causing a collapse at one point and the very real possibility of future collapses. 
Whilst the County Council is seeking a long term solution to the problem the route will be closed at this point to all traffic, until further notice. Notification signs will be erected and a suggested alternative route will be shown and signed.

For the Council, Tim Lidstone-Scott says it realises this is not good news for the many users of Marriott’s Way but that they are making every attempt to find a long term solution that enables the route to be open.  Badgers are protected under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 they are having to work within the legal framework on the matter.

Website: www.norwichcyclingcampaign.org         Email: info.norwichcyclingcampaign@gmail.com
Discussion group: norwichcycling@yahoogroups.com

Chairman: Rotating chair for each meeting
Treasurer & Membership Secretary: Bob Cutter (robert.cutter@mypostoffice.co.uk)
Consultations Officer: Lucy Hall (01603 613440, consult.norwichcycling.camp@gmail.com) 
Webpage Editor: Oliver Stretton-Downes (oliver@s-downes.freeserve.co.uk)
Newsletter Compiler: Matthew Williams (mattwill75@hotmail.com)
Other committee members: Phyll Hardie, Fraser Tomsett (CTC), Virginia Greasley, Jeff Jordan
Minute Taker Christine Wilson
Hon. Auditor Rachel Mold
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Norwich Cycling Campaign members’ meetings normally take place monthly on the third Thursday.  

       Forthcoming meetings:  15 March, 19 April, 17 May, upstairs at York Tavern,  
                    Leicester Street, Norwich at 7.30 pm.  All members welcome!  

!! Deadline for material for Summer newsletter: 31 May 2012 !!  You could contribute something!

Norwich City Council (part time cycling officer): Tim Mellors (timmellors@norwich.gov.uk)

Contacts and Who’s Who 

O d d s  a n d  e n d s

continued from page 5

Nguyet is already talking about a long cycle ride during my next visit. 
Where will it be? The Mount Vernon trail of 18 miles which takes a 
scenic route along the Potomac to George Washington's estate at 
Mount Vernon? Or the 185 mile long Chesapeake and Ohio Canal 
route between Georgetown and Cumberland, Md? Or possibly even 
the 330 mile traffic-free route from Washington DC to Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania? We'll see. If not any of these, there are still many 
scenic routes to discover within cycling distance of Silver Spring.

On the Rock Creek Trail in downtown Georgetown 
with Rock Creek far below on right

An original cycling-themed wreath at 
the recent funeral attended by Matthew 
of an Essex-based cycle instructor (his 

death was from natural causes)

Marriott’s Way Closure at ReephamNorth of Whitwell station, Reepham the surface of Marriott’s Way has been undermined by badgers causing a collapse at one point and the very real possibility of future collapses. 
Whilst the County Council is seeking a long term solution to the problem the route will be closed at this point to all traffic, until further notice. Notification signs will be erected and a suggested alternative route will be shown and signed.

For the Council, Tim Lidstone-Scott says it realises this is not good news for the many users of Marriott’s Way but that they aremaking every attempt to find a long term solution that enables the route to be open.  Badgers are protected under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 they are having to work within the legal framework on the matter.

The new CYCLE MAP being developed 
by the City Council, as featured in 

Newsletter 83, will shortly be published. 
Watch out for it at various outlets.

www.fillthathole.org.uk/
Don’t forget to useDon’t forget to use

It works
www.fillthathole.org.uk

It works!


